About the Contributors

Engr. Md. Hakikur Rahman, PhD, is the national project coordinator of SDNP Bangladesh, a global initiative of UNDP since December 1999. He is also acting as the secretary of South Asia Foundation Bangladesh. Before joining SDNP he worked as the director, Computer Division, Bangladesh Open University. He has written and edited several books on computer education for the informal sector, distance education, and research. He is the founder-chairperson of Internet Society Bangladesh, editor of monthly Computer Bichitra, founder-principal of ICMS Computer College, head examiner (computer), Technical Education Board, executive director of the BAERIN Foundation, and involved in establishing an IT based distance education university in Bangladesh.

* * *

Munir Ahmed, born in Sialkot, studied in Murray College, Sialkot, Institute of Statistics, Punjab University, Lahore, and taught at Punjab University, Karachi University, Karachi, and Michigan Tech. University, Houston, Michigan, USA. He did his post graduate degree at Aberdeen University, Aberdeen, UK and PhD from Iowa State University, Iowa, USA. He is the author of more than 150 research papers published in national and international journals. He is currently working as rector, National College of Business Administration & Economics and professor of statistics in the School of Business Administration and Economics. His area of research is statistics, population, data neural network, and various management sciences.

David Brown is chair of strategy and information systems and director of the Lancaster China Management Centre at Lancaster University Management School, UK. He is also a fellow professor at Renmin University, PRC. His research interests have two separate but linked strands. Firstly, the strategic studies including strategic information systems and e-business, and secondly the application of these ideas internationally, especially in Asia. Current research includes e-business and SMEs, e-science, and e-business and innovation; all funded by Research Council and EU grants. He has published widely on information systems, e-business, and transition in China.

Jamilur Reza Choudhury is the vice chancellor of the BRAC University in Bangladesh. Obtaining his PhD from the University of Southampton in 1968, he headed the Civil Engineering Department of the Bangladesh University of Engineering and Technology during 1978-1979 and 1981-1983; and was dean of the faculty of Civil Engineering from 1983-1985. He served as an advisor with the rank of a minister of the Non-Party Caretaker Government in 1996. During his 43 years of professional career he
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has served many corporations, institutions, and organizations in the capacity of chairman and director of their governing councils. He has numerous publications in civil engineering and IT. His contribution to the National ICT Task Force is notable through his many policy initiatives and guidance on information technology of the country.

**David Crowther** (BA, MBA, MEd, PhD, DSocSc, DSc, PGCE, CPFA, CMCI; professor of corporate social responsibility, De Montfort University, UK) worked as an accountant, systems specialist, and general manager for 20 years. After a number of years in the financial services sector, including a spell in which he set up and ran a store credit card scheme, he decided to leave the business world and become an academic. In 1994 he joined Aston University as a lecturer in accounting and there obtained a PhD for research into corporate social performance and reporting. He is the author of 18 books and several hundred articles in academic, business and professional journals, and edited book collections. He has also spoken widely at conferences and seminars and acted as a consultant to a wide range of organisations.

**Allan H. Ellis** is an associate professor in the School of Commerce and Management at Southern Cross University. He supervises post-graduate research students in Masters, DBA, and PhD programs. His research interests are in using computer networks for communication, learning, and training. He chairs the AusWeb conference series (http://ausweb.seu.edu.au) and is president of the IW3C2 the Geneva-based group that runs the International World Wide Web conference series (http://www.iw3c2.org).

**Emmanuel Eze** received his BSc (Hons.) degree in computer science from The University of Nigeria in 1999. He is presently concluding his PhD in computer science at the Centre for Internet Computing, University of Hull, UK that commenced in 2003. He has also been providing IT consultancy service to a variety of companies in the area of Internet-based software technologies. His research interests include multimedia semantics, multimedia ontology, contextual knowledge engineering, Internet technologies, and the building of software architectures. He is a member of BCS, ACM, and IEEE Computer Society and has published papers in leading conferences and journals.

**Devan Govender** is currently working as an e-learning consultant in the Institute for Curriculum and Learning Development (ICLD) at the University of South Africa (Unisa). Before joining Unisa in 2002, he was a lecturer at the University of Durban Westville in the Department of Education Technology where he taught various modules within the field of education technology to both masters and honours students. He completed his doctoral thesis in 2002, which focussed on technology enhanced teaching and learning in South African higher education.

**Arla Juntunen** received her master’s degree in administrative information systems at the University of Helsinki and a PhD in marketing at the Helsinki School of Economics (HSE), Finland. Arla is a post-doc researcher and senior advisor in Finland’s Ministry of the Interior. Her research interests focus on strategic management, business networks, B2B marketing, and managerial capabilities.

**Suleman Aziz Lodhi** is a system analyst with MSc in physics and computer programming expertise in high-level languages. He joined the Public Health Engineering Department (Pakistan) in 1995 as assistant director MIS and worked on community development projects. It was during this time that he
developed a keen interest in community development and sustainability issues. He later joined secretariat of a premier trade association and headed its economic research cell. Presently, he is working with academia after completing his PhD in knowledge management. His present research interests include knowledge economy, community development, and social network analysis.

**Helena Mitev** (MBus (Prof Acc.), MSc (Econ), ASA CPA, EAA, AAA) is a lecturer in the School of Accounting and Corporate Governance at the University of Tasmania, Australia. Her teaching and research are informed by her international business experience. She has traveled across three continents working as a company executive officer and an auditor. She has taught undergraduate and postgraduate auditing courses. Her specialist teaching areas include auditing, organizational risk management, and management accounting. She is pursuing a PhD in the area of international accounting education, which is part of her wider research interest in corporate social responsibility and corporate governance. She is a member of the Association of Certified Fraud Examiners, AAA, and EAA.

**Onyeka Kingsley Osuji** is a postgraduate law research student and teaching assistant at The University of Manchester, UK. A 2003 Shell Centenary/FCO Chevening Scholar at Oxford University, he also has law degrees from the Universities of Oxford and Nigeria. He is both a barrister and solicitor of Nigeria, and a solicitor of England and Wales. Mr Osuji’s has interest on law and business issues. He has written papers and delivered conference presentations on issues such as such as removal of company directors, aviation financing, multinational enterprises, corporate governance, and corporate social responsibility.

**Donna D. Rubinoff** received her doctorate in geography from the University of Colorado-Boulder and teaches there in the Departments of Geography and Women’s Studies. She also holds master’s degrees in planning and landscape architecture from the University of Virginia and worked in that field for 15 years. Dr. Rubinoff’s interests are in development, especially ICT4D, sustainable development, and gender and development. She has conducted research in Central America and is currently working on land use planning and development in Rwanda. She has received funding from the NSF and is a Woodrow Wilson fellow in Women’s Studies.

**Juan Luis Manfredi Sánchez** is PhD in communication sciences. He has both degrees in journalism and history from the University of Seville (Spain), as well both MBA in audiovisual companies and public administration. He is a recognized expert in public service broadcasting and he has written several books and scientific articles about the transformation of the television markets in the information age. He is the dean of the School of Humanities, Social and Communication Sciences at the SEK University (Segovia, Spain).

**Lalitsen Sharma** is a senior lecturer in Department of Computer Science, University of Jammu, India. He has obtained master of science in mathematics and master of computer applications from Guru Nanak Dev University, Amritsar, India. He has submitted PhD thesis in May 2006. He has been teaching to post graduate students in computer applications for 10 years. He is a life member of Indian Science Congress Association, Institute of Electronic and Communication Engineers, India and National HRD Network, India. His specialization is in data communication and network, Internet and WWW, and data structures. He has attended a number of national conferences and workshops. He has also organised workshops and acted as a member of organising committee to organise national conferences.
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A graduate of the University of the West Indies, Kingston, Jamaica and Cambridge University, United Kingdom, Sheryl Thompson is in the final stages of her PhD at Lancaster University Management School (LUMS). Prior to undertaking doctoral studies at LUMS, she worked in IT for various organisations in Jamaica. Her research interests include e-business, ICT diffusion and adoption in developing countries, IT strategy, and e-business adoption by small and medium-sized enterprises.

Lynne De Weaver is currently conducting research for her PhD at Southern Cross University as well as serving as their marketing manager. Prior to joining the University, she was the Northern Rivers Regional Community coordinator for the CTC@NSW program. She also worked in Sydney as creative director for Clemenger Direct, Brann Direct, and LINTAS. Clients included Primus Telecommunications, Ozemail, IBM Australia, Microsoft Australia, Australia Post, the Commonwealth Government, and the NSW Department of State & Regional Development (DSARD). She is the author of the books, *Marketing for E-Business in Australia* and *How to Use Direct Marketing in Your Business*. 